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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The Researcher collected and analyzed data from Trevor Noah's 

words in the Daily Show with Trevor Noah.  Researchers Investigate 4 

Videos on the Youtobe Channel, namely: Happily Trevor after: 

Accents,Trump & More|The Daily Show , Who are the supporter at the 

World Cup ?  Between scenes |  Daily show, Check out this mother fucker: 

Trump Family Edition Throwback Daily show, Qatar world cup rainbow 

ban & Japanese clasy win. 

 

 A. The Findings Level of Critical Discourse Analysis Satire in The Daily 

Show With Trevor Noah 

The results of satire analysis in the daily show with trevor noah are 

presented using CDA based on Van Dijk's theory, namely. macrostructure, 

microstructure,and superstructure. The first dimension is the 

Macrostructure of the text, namely thematic then the Microstructure of the 

text is divided into Semantics, syntaxes style. Semantics is divided into 

background, detail . Then syntaxes style is divided into coherence,sentence 

form and pronouns,and the last is superstructure or schemata. Therefore , 

by using this kind of discourse analysis,the researcher can discover the 

concept of the text. This kind of text will make the public understand what 

the speaker conveys to the audience through his speech which is made in a 
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text. 

After conducting research, researchers found 3 types of critical 

discourse levels, then researchers analyzed the text structure of each video.  

Video 1 : Happily trevor after : Accents , Trump & More | The daily show  

1.Macrostructure of the text / Thematic 

The theme describes what the core idea or core message is that 

shows important information, what the speaker wants to convey or express, 

namely Trevor Noah on his YouTube channel.  

a.About African parents  

Datum 1  

“ Please do not try this if you have african parents. (Aduence 

Laughing)  

Yeah. Because You’ll be like, I Faked my kidnapping. And They’ll 

be like, but Your funeral will be real, ah?  

If you told an african parent. That you won’t siwim without a 

lifeguard , they’ll be like ,eh,  

Do you know who is your lifeguard ? Jesus . “  

In this video, the first theme discussed by Trevor Noah is about 

African parents who will worry if their children go to the beach without 

guards or bodyguards, African parents also really love their children by 

showing how hard they beat, African countries are also countries filled 

with  Giraffe conveyed this to Trevor Noah with a satire that made the 

audience laugh. 
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 2. Microstructure of the text 

 Syntaxes Style  

utilizing speaker coherence to make sure the audience comprehends 

the ideas being discussed.Pronouns, coherence, and sentence structure are a 

few syntactic styles that critical discourse analysis scholars need to assess 

and investigate. 

  a. Cohesion  

Conjunction usage demonstrates how speakers conjure up cultural 

pictures in their minds.  The use of conjunctions in critical discourse 

analysis is crucial because it highlights the statements that come before or 

contradict the first phrase.   

Datum 2  

“Please do not try this if you have african parents. (Aduence Laughing)  

Yeah. Because You’ll be like, I Faked my kidnapping. And They’ll be like, but 

Your funeral will be real, ah? “  

  

Datum 3  

“Hurry, move those classified documenta so I can illegally hide them from the 

FBI but first, let’s all wave at that blinking red light and tell it our names, Donald 

J. Trump. The J stands for genius.” 
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Datum 4  

 “hey patron, you ever had one of those days where you thought you had 

something in your pockets, but you check and then it’s missing? “ 

 

 b. Sentence form 

Sentence structure is a syntactic element connected to logic.  Whether a sentence 

expresses a subject explicitly or implicitly depends on the sentence structure. 

Datum 5 

“There is only one king in this world and that jesus.” Passive Sentence  

Datum 6 

“Trump is too busy to testify?” Active Sentence  

Datum 7 

“Your boss father is a rich guy who does nothing but complain.” Active Sentence  

 

c. Pronouns 

In order to regulate language, pronouns create an imaginary 

civilization. The pronoun has an implicit connotation and refers to people 

as individuals rather than as members of a community. A pronoun is used 

by the speaker to express the position of an individual or group.  

Datum 8 

“Please do not try this if you have african parents. (Aduence Laughing)  

Yeah. Because You’ll be like, I Faked my kidnapping. And They’ll be like, but 

Your funeral will be real, ah? “  
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Datum 9 

“Hurry, move those classified documents so I can illegally hide them from the 

FBI but first, let’s all wave at that blinking red light and tell it our names, Donald 

J. Trump. The J stands for genius.” 

 

3.Superstructure Of the text  

Schemata  

The text's superstructures or schema resemble its shape. The 

schema used the headline, principal theme, and then explain the incident 

structure because the bulk of earlier studies analyzed news reports. In 

contrast, Van Dijk's Socio Cognitive Approach theory is used in this work 

to go further into the speech system. 

 

Datum 10  

Title : Happily Trevor After : Accents , Trump & More |  The daily shows 

At the beginning of Trevor Noah's video, he tells about African 

parents, then in the middle, he talks about the American president, Donald 

Trump.  Trevor also imitated the speech style of a president while 

conveying several jokes and satire against the country's top officials and at 

the end of the Trevor Video Noah issued impolite words in front of the 

audience. 
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Video 2 : Who is Trevor Supporting in the world Cup? Between the scenes | 

The daily show  

1.Macrostructure of the text  

  Thematic 

The theme describes what the core idea or core message is that 

shows important information, what the speaker wants to convey or express, 

namely Trevor Noah on his YouTube channel.  

Supporting team  

Datum 11  

“ I love the whole, like almost everyone in the french team is one of my favorite 

players. And who are you’re supporting?  

-Saudi arabia? Well, your heart’s gonna be broken. I mean. I’m happy for you, but 

yeah. You know, that’s the nice thing about being south african is our hearts have 

bern pre-broken.” 

This video discusses the support of football fans at the world cup, 

Trevor Noah discusses what he likes about this world cup and what the 

audience likes.Not only discussing the supporting team, there were jokes 

and satire during the event which were conveyed by Trevor Noah. 

2. Microstructure of the text  

a. Semantic   

Detail 

In the detail element, it will be known what effect the detailed 

description has on understanding and audience consumption Detailed 
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discourse elements relate to the control of the information a person 

displays. 

 

Datum 12 

“ Where is messi ? , Where is messi ?  

I was like , It’s so funny . You Know , I love how quickly Sports 

fans become cocky, like instantly , like before the game . They’re like , we 

are going to do our best , you know , Argentina And messi and you know . 

As long as we try our best and it doesn’t matter , win or lose all that. And 

then win and they’re like , where is messi ? “  

 b. Syntaxes style  

Cohesion  

Datum 14  

“I’m happy for you, but yeah. You know, that’s the nice thing about being south 

african is our hearts have bern pre-broken.”  

Pronoun  

 

Datum 15 

“I’m happy for you, but yeah. You know, that’s the nice thing about being south 

african is our hearts have bern pre-broken. “ 

 

Datum 16 

“And then the gyus like, he’s like, where is messi?, where is messsi? Where is , is 
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he here? And he starts searching the gyus like. Is he here? Is he in your pocket? 

Where is messi ? “ 

 

Datum 17  

 “You Know , I love how quickly Sports fans become cocky, like instantly , like 

before the game . They’re like , we are going to do our best , you know , 

Argentina And messi And  you know . As long as we try our best and it doesn’t 

matter , win or lose all that. And then win  And  they’re like , where is messi ?  

Hah ? Where is messi ?  

Look at you know . Where is messi ?  

Huh ? Look at us . Huh?”   

 

 3. Superstructure of the text  

Datum 18  

Title : Who is Trevor Supporting in the World Cup ?  Between the scenes |  The 

daily shows 

Trevor discussed support for the football team at the Qatar world 

cup he said that Ghana was number one for him. In the middle of the event, 

Trevor satirized the Saudi Arabian fans.  love sports fans who get cocky 

when the team they support does their best. 

 

Video 3 : Look at these assholes : Trump family edition | The daily show 

Throwback  
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 1. Macrostructure of he text / Thematic 

a.The Trump Family  

Datum 19 

“ The Trump familly has a long history of being asshole. It all started in 1822,  

when thaddeus Trump porked his horse in a Handi capped spot. (Audience 

laughing) But lately, you could say they've been stretched the limits of how big on 

asshole a person can be, starting with president Trump himself, who has 

apparently had nothing better to do than pick fights with children.”  

 in this video, Trevor Noah discusses the Trump family, which he 

calls a family of bastards.  It is clear that Trevor Noah satirized the 

country's top officials by saying bastards.  Trevor also did not hesitate to 

tell that Trump has taken money from charities with some jokes. 

 2. Microstructure of the text  

A.Semantic  

a.Detail  

Datum 20 

 “Yeah, like if he trump weren't rich, he'd be one of those people who pretend that 

they're dying just to start a Go fundme, you know? He'd be like, "hey guys, the 

doctor says" "and the only thing that can make me better is to own a giant picture 

of my own dumb face."  

 

B.Syntaxes Style  

a.Cohesion  
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Datum 21  

“Trump familly has a long history of being asshole. It all started in 1822, when 

thaddeus Trump porked his horse in a Handi capped spot. (Audience laughing) 

But lately, you could say they've been stretched the limits of how big on asshole a 

person can be, starting with president Trump himself, who has apparently had 

nothing better to do than pick fights with children.”  

b.Sentence From  

 

Datum 22 

“thaddeus Trump porked his horse in a Handi capped spot.” Active Sentence 

Datum 23 

“The president of the united states is on twitter bullying a teenage girl” active 

Sentence  

 

c.pronouns  

Datum 24 

“But lately, you could say they've been stretched the limits of how big on asshole 

a person can be, starting with president Trump himself, who has apparently had 

nothing better to do than pick fights with children.”  

Datum 25 

“he's like, "My follow Americans," this little girl can't dance for shit. (Audience 

laughing)"she's got worse Moves than I do and my legs don't work."” 
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Datum 26  

“He is the last chill human being of all time like it there's anyone wouldn't wont  

on your meditation app, it is this guy (Audience laughing) can you imagine him 

trying, he'd be like, "inhale and exhale! “ 

 

 

 3. Superstructure of the text  

Datum 27  

Title : Look at these assholes : Trump Family Edition |  The daily Show 

throwback 

In this video, Trevor discusses the family of the American 

president, Donald Trump, who has a long history of being assholes, he 

said.  Trevor said that he was the least cold human of all time. In the 

middle of the video Trevor also discussed a sheep while laughing and at the 

end of the video again Trevor satirized Donald Trump to pay money for 

stealing money from charities for political needs.  The court also ordered 

his three children to 

 

Video 4 : Qatar’s world cup rainbow ban & Japan’s clasy victory  

 1. Macrostructure of the text / Thematic  

a.Qatar’s World Cup 

 Datum 28 

“The 2022 world cup is being hosted by qatar. A middle eastern country with 
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deep and rich history of having oil. And if you’ve been following the news, you 

know that there’s some controversies over qatar hosting the world cup, like, did 

qatar offer bribes to fifa to be the host? 

Did qatar exploit migrant workers to build the soccer stadiums? 

Are we pronouncing qatar right?  

Is it qatar or is it “cutter” or is it “cut-her”? “  

 

In this video the topic of discussion is the World Cup which is 

being held by Qatar in 2022 Trevor discusses some of the controversies 

that existed during the world cup including the state of Qatar which 

prohibits players at the world cup from having same-sex relations.  Trevor 

Noh several times quipped about this in his show.  Trevor Noah gave a 

satire to Chinese government TV which didn't show fans of other countries 

he also gave a satire to Japanese fans who clean up trash when the game is 

over.  

 

 2. Microstructure of the text  

 Semantic  

Backround  

Datum 29  

“The 2022 world cup is being hosted by qatar. A middle eastern country with 

deep and rich history of having oil.”  
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Detail  

Datum 30  

“The 2022 world cup is being hosted by qatar. A middle eastern country with 

deep and rich history of having oil. And if you’ve been following the news, you 

know that there’s some controversies over qatar hosting the world cup, like, did 

qatar offer bribes to fifa to be the host? 

Did qatar exploit migrant workers to build the soccer stadiums? 

Are we pronouncing qatar right?  

Is it qatar or is it “cutter” or is it “cut-her”? And if we mumble it, do you think 

they’ll notice? 

All of these are questions. “  

 

Datum 31  

 “ Oh , a little crazy story as well, if you happen to be in china watching the world 

cup, you probably are missing some things. Because on the goverment TV 

network , you’ll barely see any footage of the fans at all. Yeah, because china 

doesn’t want uts citizens to see people from every other country enjoying 

themselves without wearing masks . Yeah, because they’re like they just don’t  

want them to know that that’s possible. You know? And , I mean , it sounds crazy, 

but it’s the same way canadian TV censors their footage so it’ll never show fans 

behaving rudel. “ 
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Syntaxes Style  

 

Cohesion  

Datum 32 

“Are we pronouncing qatar right?  

Is it qatar or is it “cutter” or is it “cut-her”? And if we mumble it, do you think 

they’ll notice? 

All of these are questions. But one of the biggest controveries that 

qatar has, has been the fact that they have very strict laws prohibiting 

same-sex relationship . And these anti-gay policies are cousing some 

tension on the pitch.” 

 

Datum 33 

“ The captains of the seven European teams planned to show their support of the 

LGBTQ community by wearing rainbow armbands But then, when FIFA 

threatened them with yellow cards, they scrapped the idea which “ 

  

Datum 34 

“ And, by the way , the rainbow ban has got to be hard for the referees too. That’s 

risky. Because the referees are out there, and they’re like, yellow card ! Red card! 

Oh, wait, we just started a rainbow. No! Don’t take me away!”   
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Datum 35 

 “Oh , a little crazy story as well, if you happen to be in china watching the world 

cup, you probably are missing some things. Because on the goverment TV 

network , you’ll barely see any footage of the fans at all. Yeah, because china 

doesn’t want uts citizens to see people from every other country enjoying 

themselves without wearing masks . Yeah, because they’re like they just don’t  

want them to know that that’s possible.” 

 

Datum 36 

” You know? And , I mean , it sounds crazy, but it’s the same way canadian TV 

censors their footage so it’ll never show fans behaving rudely. Because then 

Canadians will be like, wait, other people are telling others to (bleep) of we didn’t 

know we could do that. “ 

 

Datum 37  

“Wow, that is amazing. Unfortunately , all of those Japanese fans were arrested 

because the Qatari police deemed the act of tidying up, quote, “kind of gay.” 

 

Datum 38 

“ And I Think it’s Valuable lesson to all of us . If you are throwing a party , make 

sure you invite Japanese fans to your house. Because then you don’t have to clean 

up.” 
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Sentence from  

 

Datum 39 

“The 2022 world cup is being hosted by qatar.” Passive Sentence  

 

 pronouns  

Video 4 

Datum 40 

“And, by the way , the rainbow ban has got to be hard for the referees too. That’s 

risky. Because the referees are out there, and they’re like, yellow card ! Red card! 

Oh, wait, we just started a rainbow. No! Don’t take me away!” 

Datum 41 

“ Yeah, because they’re like they just don’t want them to know that that’s 

possible. You know? And , I mean , it sounds crazy, but it’s the same way 

canadian TV censors their footage so it’ll never show fans behaving rudely.” 

 

 3. Superstructure of the text / Schemata  

Datum 42  

Title : Qatar's World Cup Rainbow tires & Japan's Clasy Victory 

The World Cup was organized by Qatar, a large oil producing country. Trevor 

asked the audience for the correct Qatari pronunciation whether "Cutter" or "Cut-

her" while laughing.  He also said that there was a bit of a crazy story, namely 

about Chinese government TV not showing footage of fans because China doesn't 
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want its citizens to see people in other countries having fun without wearing their 

sarcasm masks. 

 And at the end of the video Trevor also insinuated about Japanese fans picking up 

trash after the game took place "if you want to have a party don't forget to invite 

Japanese fans because then you don't have to bother cleaning it up" he said with a 

laugh.  

 

B. The Findings  Social Cognition on Satire in The Daily Show With Trevor 

Noah   

Social Cognition Is An Element In Teun A Van Djik's Critical Discourse 

Analysis Which Is Intended To Describe The Author Or Creator Of The Text. 

Critical discourse analysis by Van Djik not only looks at it from a linguistic point of view 

but also from its social cognition.  In the Teun A. Van Dijk Model it is determined in 

what scheme the minutes are made. This scheme is conceptualized as a structure that 

includes how we view people, social roles, politics and events.  Here the researcher 

analyzes social cognition based on the thoughts of a writer or presenter, namely Trevor 

Noah, and what opinions are expressed by him. 

Video 1  

Datum 43 

 “Hunter biden’s laptop exposes the whole russia hoax. The election was rigged. 

Mazel tov on your bat mitzvah.”. “Pussy, my favorite topic. Thank you for 

bringing this up. Let’s talk about it.” You stole my idea. And by the way , stealing 

stuff is also my idea . Read the news. Read it an weap.  
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Hurry, move those classified documenta so I can illegally hide them 

from the FBI but first, let’s all wave at that blinking red light and tell it our 

names, Donald J. Trump. The J stands for genius. 

 

Video 2  

Datum 44 

“And who are you’re supporting?  

-Saudi arabia? Well, your heart’s gonna be broken. I mean. I’m happy for you, but 

yeah. You know, that’s the nice thing about being south african is our hearts have 

bern pre-broken.”  

 

Video 3  

Datum 45  

“The Trump familly has a long history of being asshole.” 

 

Datum 46 

“Yeah, like if he trump weren't rich, he'd be one of those people who pretend that 

they're dying just to start a Go fundme, you know? He'd be like, "hey guys, the 

doctor says" "and the only thing that can make me better is to own a giant picture 

of my own dumb face." 

 

Video 4 

Datum 47 
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Unfortunately , all of those Japanese fans were arrested because tha Qatari police 

deemed the act of tidying up, quote, “kind of gay.”  “If you  

Datum 48 

Wow, that is amazing are throwing a party , make sure you invite Japanese fans to 

your house. Because then you don’t have to clean up.” 

 

B.Discussion  

In this discussion section, the researcher describes the findings on 

the level of critical discourse analysis and social cognition contained in the 

Satire in The Daily show With Trevor Noah.  The use of the language used 

by Trevor is simple language that is often used in everyday life.  Language 

is an aspect that is very necessary in life to convey something.  Language 

aims to be able to communicate with humans and be able to know the 

meaning you want to convey.  This thesis is a form of communication 

about satire which was conveyed by Trevor Noah in his video entitled 

 

A. Level of Critical Discourse analysis 

 The first is the level of Critical Discourse analysis used by Trevor 

Noah on Satire in The Daily Show. Critical Discourse analysis is found in 

the analysis of texts made by speakers. This is related to Teun A vand 

Djik's theory. For Van Djik, text research cannot only be seen based on text 

alone, because texts are only the result of production practices that need to 

be observed so that a text is formed.  To find out the hidden meaning in the 
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analysis of the text contained in Trevor Noah's satire, the researcher uses 

the discourse analysis method developed by Van Djik.  Through his 

various works Van Djik sees a discourse as consisting of various levels, 

each part of which supports the other.  Van Djik divides these levels into 

three levels.  

1.Macrostructure  

The first level is macrostructure, namely thematic. The theme 

describes what the core idea or core message is that shows important 

information, what the speaker wants to convey or express, namely Trevor 

Noah on his YouTube channel.According to Eriyanto The topic is the most 

important structure to be assessed in Van Dijk's macrostructural analysis.  

He also looked into the theme's origin, which is derived from the Greek 

verb tithonian, which means "to find."  The theme of textual meaning is 

what the author or speaker wishes to get through most clearly.  The theme 

is frequently connected to the topic since it captures the key ideas that the 

speaker wants to get through.  The theme in a speech expresses the intents, 

primary points, and ambitions of the speaker.  As a result, the researcher 

must first understand the entire text before selecting a topic. 

Each speech or text has a distinctive theme that encapsulates what 

the author wishes to communicate to the audience.  The researcher must be 

aware of the social setting in which the speech is delivered in order to 

properly comprehend the speech's substance.there are 4 videos that have 

been analyzed by researchers to determine the theme of each video. 
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This structure is the general meaning of a text which can be 

observed by looking at the topic of discussion in a text.  In the 

macrostructure, it does not only discuss the theme of a text but also certain 

sides of an event, such as in the video entitled "Happily Trevor After : 

Accents , Trump & More | The daily show ". There are two themes in the 

video, about African Parents and Trevor's Trump impersonation. 

In this video, the first theme discussed by Trevor Noah is about 

African parents who will worry if their children go to the beach without 

guards or bodyguards, African parents also really love their children by 

showing how hard they beat, African countries are also countries filled 

with  Giraffe conveyed this to Trevor Noah with a satire that made the 

audience laugh.  

Then on the next video is “Who is Trevor after Supporting in The 

world Cup? Between the scenes | The daily show “ .This video discusses 

the support of football fans at the world cup, Trevor Noah discusses what 

he likes about this world cup and what the audience likes.  Not only 

discussing the supporting team, there were jokes and satire during the event 

which were conveyed by Trevor Noah. Next video “Look at these assholes 

: Trump family edition | The daily show Throwback”  in this video, Trevor 

Noah discusses the Trump family, which he calls a family of bastards.  It is 

clear that Trevor Noah satirized the country's top officials by saying 

bastards.  Trevor also did not hesitate to tell that Trump has taken money 

from charities with some jokes. and The last Video is “Qatar’s world cup 
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rainbow ban & Japan’s Clasy Victory” In this video the topic of discussion 

is the World Cup which is being held by Qatar in 2022 Trevor discusses 

some of the controversies that existed during the world cup including the 

state of Qatar which prohibits players at the world cup from having same-

sex relations.  Trevor Noh several times quipped about this in his show.  

Trevor Noah gave a satire to Chinese government TV which didn't show 

fans of other countries he also gave a satire to Japanese fans who clean up 

trash when the game is over.  

2.Microstructure  

The microstructure is divided into two parts, namely semantics and 

syntax styles.The semantics in Van Dijk's scheme are categorized as local 

meanings, namely meanings that arise from the relationships between 

sentences, the relationships between proposals that build certain meanings 

in a text structure.  Discourse analysis focuses a lot on text dimensions 

such as explicit or implicit meanings, hidden meanings and how people 

write or talk about them.  In other words, semantics does not only define 

which parts are important from the discourse structure, but also leads to a 

certain side of an event. The following are elements that have an effect on 

semantics. Semantics is further divided into Background and Details.  In 

the background of the events contained in the video by Trevor Noah, the 

researcher found a video entitled "Qatar's world cup rainbow ban & Japan's 

classy victory", namely "Qatar" as the host country for the 2022 World 

Cup, then in the details section the researcher found 4 data , then Syntaxes 
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style based on the conclusions of several research projects using Van Dijk's 

theory.  By utilizing active and passive phrases, coherence, and pronouns 

in language structure, syntax style is employed in political manipulation.  

utilizing speaker coherence to make sure the audience comprehends the 

ideas being discussed.Pronouns, coherence, and sentence structure are a 

few syntactic styles that critical discourse analysis scholars need to assess 

and investigate. In this analysis the researcher divides Syntaxes style into 

three parts, namely Cohesion, Sentence Form and pronouns.  The first is 

Cohesion, which is a syntactic element that plays a role in the linkage of a 

sentence, as found in the findings of Satire in The Daily Show with Trevor 

Noah, researchers often find conjunctions such as Because and But.  And 

the last one is Pronouns.  Pronouns are pronouns for a sentence, researchers 

often find pronouns contained in Satire In the daily show with Trevor, 

namely the words They, Our, he, She and Them. 

3.Superstructure  

The text's superstructures or schema resemble its shape. The 

schema used the headline, principal theme, and then explain the incident 

structure because the bulk of earlier studies analyzed news reports. In 

contrast, Van Dijk's Socio Cognitive Approach theory is used in this work 

to go further into the speech system. Superstructures of the text are similar 

to the text’s outline like Video 1 title : Happily Trevor After : Accents , 

Trump & More |  The daily shows 
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 At the beginning of Trevor Noah's video, he tells about African 

parents, then in the middle, he talks about the American president, Donald 

Trump.  Trevor also imitated the speech style of a president while 

conveying several jokes and satire against the country's top officials and at 

the end of the Trevor Video Noah issued impolite words in front of the 

audience. And then Title : Who is Trevor Supporting in the World Cup ?  

Between the scenes |  The daily show , Trevor discussed support for the 

football team at the Qatar world cup he said that Ghana was number one 

for him. In the middle of the event, Trevor satirized the Saudi Arabian fans.  

love sports fans who get cocky when the team they support does their best. 

Next vidoe is Look at these assholes : Trump Family Edition |  The daily 

Show throwback. In this video, Trevor discusses the family of the 

American president, Donald Trump, who has a long history of being 

assholes, he said.  Trevor said that he was the least cold human of all time. 

In the middle of the video Trevor also discussed a sheep while laughing 

and at the end of the video again Trevor satirized Donald Trump to pay 

money for stealing money from charities for political needs.  The court also 

ordered his three children to attend training sessions on how not to steal 

money from charities Trevor said with a laugh . And The last Qatar's 

World Cup Rainbow tires & Japan's Clasy Victory.  The World Cup was 

organized by Qatar, a large oil producing country. Trevor asked the 

audience for the correct Qatari pronunciation whether "Cutter" or "Cut-her" 

while laughing.  He also said that there was a bit of a crazy story, namely 
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about Chinese government TV not showing footage of fans because China 

doesn't want its citizens to see people in other countries having fun without 

wearing their sarcasm masks. 

 And at the end of the video Trevor also insinuated about Japanese 

fans picking up trash after the game took place "if you want to have a party 

don't forget to invite Japanese fans because then you don't have to bother 

cleaning it up" he said with a laugh.  

 

 

B.Social Cognition  

 Social cognition is an element in Teun A Van Djik's Critical 

Discourse Analysis which is intended to describe the author or creator of 

the text.  The basis of social cognition is public opinion that has been 

ingrained and has become a general meaning and is used to see certain 

events.  The cognitive approach to social cognition is based on the 

assumption that text has no meaning, but that meaning is given by the 

language user. 

Critical discourse analysis by Van Djik not only looks at it from a 

linguistic point of view but also from its social cognition.  In the Teun A. 

Van Dijk Model it is determined in what scheme the minutes are made. 

This scheme is conceptualized as a structure that includes how we view 

people, social roles, politics and events.  Here the researcher analyzes 

social cognition based on the thoughts of a writer or presenter, namely 
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Trevor Noah, and what opinions are expressed by him. 

As Trevor Noah did in his daily program, there is a video entitled 

"Happy Trevor After: Accents, Trump & More |  The daily show "Here 

Trevor imitates the style of an American President, namely Donald Trump, 

starting from the way he speaks, how to convey something and his facial 

expressions.  Trevor is also not afraid of his satire of Donald Trump as he 

said that stealing was Donald Trump's idea.  Donald Trump's social life 

seems to be considered by Trevor as just a joke, this is very clear in the 

video upload, even many of the viewers laugh at it.  Trevor also said 

several times that the words were impolite, fortunately there was a sensor 

on his speech.  Trevor thinks that Donald Trump is not really leading a 

country. This is what influences the formation of a discourse. 

Then in the video entitled "Who is Trevor Supporting in The World 

Cup?  Between the scenes |  The daily show “here discusses who Trevor 

Noah supports and asks the audience on his Daily show about who they 

support.  When Trevor asked "Who do you support" some of the audience 

answered Saudi Arabia, Trevor Noah was surprised and said "Saudi 

Arabia?"  Well, your heart's gonna be broken, Trevor casually said it was 

For the audience, while laughing Trevor continued his sarcasm towards the 

audience "I mean, I'm happy for you, but yes you know the fun thing about 

being South Africans is our hearts have been broken  previous "Here the 

researcher found that the social cognition that existed at the event was 

about how fans of a team where each team has its own strengths and 
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weaknesses.  When Trevor thought that Saudi Arabia's supporters would 

break his heart, that was what became a discourse because it was not 

necessarily the truth. 

The next is a video entitled "Look at these assholes: Trump Family 

edition The Daily Show Throwback". Here, Trevor Noah discusses the 

Trump family, which has a long history as bastards.  Trevor casually 

without fear to call state officials, namely the president of America, Donald 

Trump and his family, as bastards.  Trevor is very often sarcastic about the 

Trump administration, Trevor insinuated Trump that if Trump wasn't rich 

then he would be like someone pretending to be sick and dying.  The social 

life experienced by Trump is considered a life full of drama by Trevor 

Noah. 

And the last one is a video entitled "Qatar's world cup rainbow tires 

& japan's classy victory".  Trevor alluded to Japanese fans cleaning up 

trash after the game took place. But unfortunately they were caught by the 

Qatari police because they thought they were a bit gay, Trevor Noah also 

insinuated that Japanese fans should be invited if the audience at his event 

is having a party, because then they don't have to  clean up the rest of the 

party because it will be taken care of by Japanese fans he said with jokes 

and laughter.  This can be called a social cognition that exists in the Qatar 

world cup and that is what influences the formation of a discourse.  

 


